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ABSTRACT Fast access of data from Data Warehouse (DW) is a need for today’s Business Intelligence
(BI). In the era of Big Data, the cache is regarded as one of the most effective techniques to improve the
performance of accessing data. DW has been widely used by several organizations to manage data and use it
for Decision Support System (DSS). Many methods have been used to optimize the performance of fetching
data from DW. Query cache method is one of those methods that play an effective role in optimization.
The proposed work is based on a cache-based mechanism that helps DW in two aspects: the first one is
to reduce the execution time by directly accessing records from cache memory, and the second is to save
cache memory space by eliminating non-frequent data. Our target is to fill the cache memory with the most
used data. To achieve this goal aging-based Least Frequently Used (LFU) algorithm is used by considering
the size and frequency of data simultaneously. The priority and expiry age of the data in the cache memory
is managed by dealing with both the size and frequency of data. LFU sets priorities and counts the age of
data placed in cache memory. The entry with the lowest age count and priority is eliminated first from the
cache block. Ultimately, the proposed cache mechanism efficiently utilized cache memory and fills a large
performance gap between the main DW and the business user query.

INDEX TERMS Data warehouse, optimization, big data, query optimization.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, businesses are growing rapidly, and the influence
of Data Warehouses (DWs) has been increasing day by day,
being used by several organizations. High customer demands
are driving DWs to make fast business decisions based on
the latest information [1]. Dealing with a large amount of
data can slow down the performance, especially in data fetch-
ing, which will affect the user experience. Several methods
have been proposed to optimize data execution and data
processing. In [1], the author used query cache algorithms for
optimizing the process of data execution.

The amount of data is increasing day by day due to the
usage of software technology. By using technology, busi-
nesses are automated and things are being recorded to make
it easier and for fast and secure retrieval. To, later on, analyze
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this huge volume of historical data, identify the hidden pat-
terns and make successful business decisions. As we know,
the amount of data is growing day by day, so due to the large
volume of the data, the data retrieval rate is also affected.
To optimize the performance of accessing data, practitioners
apply different approaches to make it easier and faster to
access. In this regard, researchers are focused on the most
advanced query acceleration and cache memory techniques.
Researchers used the cache-based method to enhance the
data access performance of the DW. The cache method can
maintain the performance gap by considering the execution
time between the main database and the cache memory.
In order to efficiently utilize cache space, various techniques
are used. Least Frequently Used (LFU) and Least Recently
Used (LRU) are the two most commonly used algorithms
for cache replacement. In the last few decades, a variety of
combinations of LRU and LFUhave been proposed, and these
combinations are used to come up with the optimal solutions
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for cache replacement [2]. It is very hard to add all objects
into cache memory in order to make it efficient [3]. An exten-
sive study on cache management has led to a large variety
of algorithms, including both general-purpose and domain-
specific ones. To maximize the utilization of cache memory,
a competent algorithm should always keep the most popular
blocks in cache [4]. The most commonly used algorithms for
cache replacement are: Least Frequently Used (LFU), Most
Frequently Used (MFU), and Least Recently Used (LRU) [5].
Cache memory is placed with the Online Analytical Process
(OLAP) for answering client-based queries, and the results of
business users are fetched from the OLAP server and stored
in cache memory.

Several solutions for DW query cache optimization were
proposed by the researchers. However, these approaches have
some limitations, such as data skew exploiting, poor load
balancing resulting in a long response time, ad hoc query
constraints, query repositioning, textual, spatial, and tempo-
ral data characteristics, and parallel execution of complex
queries, which increases computational resource usage and
affects execution time. Along with this, some authors pro-
posed hardware-based solutions such as cloud-based environ-
ments and modern processors for optimization of DW query
processing. To overcome these limitations, in this paper,
we proposed the query cache mechanism for optimizing DW
performance. Following are some of the major contributions
of your research.

• We designed a cache mechanism intending to build an
efficient cache replacement technique.

• We used the LFU algorithm for query caching while
considering the size and frequency of the data at the
same time. The ability of the cache method to maintain
a performance gap by considering the execution time
between the main database and cache memory.

• The proposed method is cost-effective and doesn’t use
any hardware like modern processors or cloud-based
processing environments for query optimization.
We also can’t reposition and concatenate the queries to
avoid the usage of high computational resources.

• The proposed method has reduced the analytical query
response time and data entry interference caused by the
simultaneous and long-term execution of queries.

By applying the Query cache mechanism, we save the
frequently executed data with data size. Based on frequency
and size, the most frequently used tables will be given high
priority, and data with low priority will be trashed from cache
memory. In this way, cache memory will be saved from
non-frequent data and improve the analytical query response
by responding to user queries efficiently, dealing with limited
and most-demanded data.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
presents related work. The LFU replacement strategy and
size-based replacement strategy are discussed in Section III.
The proposed cache mechanism is described in Section IV.
The DW architecture is given in section V, and the algorithm

and pseudo code of the proposed system is presented in
section VI. Finally, section VII concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
Nowadays, fast retrieval of information from the DW is the
need of businesses to take timely decisions. In this regard,
many researchers have proposed different solutions to effec-
tively fetch data from OLAP servers to meet the needs of
BI users. In computing, a DW works as an enterprise DW
to analyze the huge historical data and extract useful infor-
mation from it to make a successful business decision [6].
Day by day, with the advancement of technology, practition-
ers contribute to making the DW more efficient and effec-
tive by enhancing the efficiency of OLAP using algebraic
expressions. In [7], [8], authors optimize the performance
of OLAP by proposing the data cube model and algebraic
expression to support its operations and concisely express and
evaluate complex OLAP queries against the distributed DWs,
respectively.

The amount of data is increasing day by day, with the
increasing amount of data, it is difficult to extract valuable
information or to gain insight from the data for effective
business decisions. In this regard, different strategies were
proposed by practitioners to gain insight from the data and
retrieve the information quickly by optimizing and enhancing
the ETL process and query processing [9]. Query processing
techniques are commonly used in DWs for the fast retrieval
of information. Researchers achieve query processing by
running parallel queries [10] or by employing group-by or
having-based conditional queries [11] efficiently to improve
querying efficiency and performance on large amounts of
data [12]. In [13], the authors show the query cache method
used before the ETL process to increase the performance of
DW. In this method, data is stored in cache memory after
fetching user query results from the DW. If new data is
requested to be fetched from the DW, it first checks it from the
query cache memory to reduce the response time. SQL query
acceleration is presented in [14]. Using the FPGA-based
approach, they speed up database queries using joins signif-
icantly. This work is focused on and achieved by optimizing
hardware-based filtering.

In [15], [16], the authors optimize ETL process mod-
eling by introducing a control-flow-based approach, struc-
turing ETL processes in its application to a business case
that starts from business fact identification, and using the
combination of parallelization and shared cache memory to
optimize the ETL performance of DW respectively. Average
Least Frequency Used Removal (ALFUR) is employed and
contrasted with other cache replacement techniques in [17].
The ALFUR technique outperformed as compared to LFU
and LRU. Results show that ALFUR does not performwell as
compared to LFU in a case where the hitting ratio cache size
increases. However, the size of the data with cache replace-
ment is not considered. If we have a large amount of data
that has been fetched and cached into query cache memory,
in this case, these methods cannot perform effectively, and the
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FIGURE 1. Flow chart of cache mechanism.

purpose of the query cache is evaded to use it for fast access.
This slows down the performance of cache methods [18].
Cache techniques vary from task to task. It depends upon the
different parameters to choose a suitable cache algorithm for
a specific domain.

In [19], a cache-based mechanism is implemented using
Spatial Data Stream Warehouse (STAR) to speed up query
processing by combining object-based and query-based
caching techniques. STAR, on the other hand, supports
queries made up of temporal data features, ad-hoc query
constraints, and aggregate functions. The authors of [20], [21]
transform the set of queries into a new one by satisfying
memory constraints to avoid unnecessary re-computation
in the distributed environment and use the cloud environ-
ment for distributed queries to optimize query performance
through data processing time, respectively. A hardware-based
approach is proposed to manage the growing workload with
modern processors to optimize the cache performance [22].

The author improved the data quality by using the query
cache to enhance the performance of ETL processing by
filtering the dirty, unclean data. However, the author only
checks the state of the query. If it is saved, then it is valid.
Otherwise, the query needs to be processed again, which
will increase the processing time [23]. In addition, analyze
cache behavior and implement database operators that are
efficient in the presence of skew. Nevertheless, the author
tries to solve the data skew problem by repositioning the
cache data that affects the parallel execution of complex
database queries, which leads to poor load balancing and high
response times [24].

III. PROPOSED LFU REPLACEMENT ALGORITHM
The fundamental characteristic of the LFU method is that it
keeps monitoring the number of times a block is referenced in

memory. When the cache becomes full and there is no more
space for a new object, the system will expel the object from
the cache having the lowest reference frequency and create
space for new items. For LFU, data is inserted into the cache
as shown in Figure 1.

The LFU experiences the problem of cache pollution. The
object with the extensive reference accounts is replaced even
if the cached objects are not re-accessed again. [25] By
adding an aging faction given by work [size-based cache],
we can overcome this cache pollution and save memory from
non-frequently used data. Unlike LFU, implemented aging-
based LFU adds key value to cached data based on its age.
LFU calculates the key-value of object g using Eq. 1.

k (h) = A+ F(h) (1)

where F(h) is the frequency of the requests of data (h), while
A is a dynamic aging factor. A is initialized to zero and then
updated to the key value of the last removed object. The main
disadvantage of the LFU replacement algorithm is that some
data should be in cache even without using them again for a
long time [25].

A. SIZE-BASED CACHE REPLACEMENT
The size-based cache replacement policy is one of the most
commonly used approaches for caching. When space for a
new object is needed, it replaces the new data with the one
having the largest size. When cache space is utilized and new
data for storage requires a cache, the data having the lowest
key value is eliminated [26]. When the user requests the data
g, the Greedy-Dual-Size (GDS) algorithm suggested by Cao
and Irani assigns the key-value of data g as shown in Eq.2.

k (h) = A+
C(h)
S(h)

(2)

where C(h) is the cost of retrieving data (h) from the server
into the cache; S(h) is the size of the date (h), and A is an
aging factor. A in GDS starts at zero and is updated to the key
value of the last replaced object. The key value k (h) of data
(h) is updated using the newA value since data (h) is accessed
again. Thus, the other equation variable definitions are shown
in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Equation variables definition.
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B. CONSIDERING SIZE, FREQUENCY, AND AGING
Data frequency is the number of times the data value occurs,
and data aging is said to be the process of removing the old
data from the storage in order to reuse the space for future
backups. By considering the frequency, size, and age of the
data, the following Eq. 3 applies.

k (h) = A+ F (h) ∗
C(h)
S(h)

(3)

becomes where the age of data A is multiplied with frequency
F(h) before cost and size calculation.

IV. PROPOSED CACHE MECHANISM
We have proposed a query cache mechanism that will retain
all records of the queries that are requested once from the
OLAP server by the business users. This method will keep
setting the priorities of the results fetched from the OLAP
database. Most demanded records have high priorities. This
process is done by using aging-based LFU while consid-
ering the size of the data. Moreover, this cache mecha-
nism holds two states: a valid and an invalid one. When a
query is requested by the business user, it first checks the
state of whether it is valid or invalid rather than directly
hitting the cache memory. If the requested data is already
present in cache memory, then the state is valid and the
cache method allows the query to move forward and pro-
ceed. Ultimately, this will save the execution time of cache
memory.

A. STATES OF THE CACHE MECHANISM
1) INVALID
The state of the cache is invalid when data is not present
in the cache memory. There are two reasons for data not
being available in the cache memory: One is when data
is not fetched from the main database even once, and the
second is when data is fetched once and still states that it
is invalid, which means data is eliminated from cache mem-
ory for not being accessed frequently enough to save cache
space.

2) VALID
The cache state is valid when demanded data is not eliminated
and available in the cachememory. The results will be fetched
from the cache memory and sent to the business users.

B. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
We have performed the simulation of the proposed algorithm
using the CORE i5-8265U@CPU-1.6GHz (8CPUs) 1.8GHz
system, 8192 MB of RAM, and SSD. We configured the
ETL-based DW and then obtained the data from the created
DW using the OLAP servers. When a user enters the query
for the first time, it takes time for execution, as the query
is executed on amps. The most frequent data is placed in
the cache memory to reduce the execution time next time
by directly accessing records from the cache memory, and

Algorithm 1 Algorithm Pseudo Code
Request new data (NewData);
while Check cache status do

if Cache status = Valid then
Proceed towards cache memory;
Fetch requested data;
Store C(g) Fetching cost/ Execution time of data;
Store S(g) Size of data;
Update cache memory K(g);
Update variable values A(g) ++ AND
Increment Variable F(g) ++ K(g) = A(g)+ F(g)
∗ C(g)/S(g);
Return Result Sets

else
Cache status = Invalid;
Proceed towards main database;
Fetch requested tables;
Send result sets to cache memory;
Update cache memory K(g)
Update variable values A(g) ++ AND
Increment Variable F(g) ++ K(g) = A(g)+ F(g)
∗ C(g)/S(g);
Return Result Sets

end
end

the second is to save cache memory space by eliminat-
ing non-frequent data. Our proposed algorithm considered
the size, frequency, and age of the data using the LFU
approach.

C. DATA WAREHOUSE ARCHITECTURE WITH PROPOSED
CACHE MECHANISM
In the proposed solution of cache replacement technique,
cache mechanism is placed with OLAP after ETL operations.
When Ad-hoc queries from business users are requested,
it first checks the result in cache memory as shown in
Figure 2. An ETL framework of DW comprises of three
back-to-back utilitarian steps: extraction, transformation, and
loading which is described as follows;

• Extraction.
• Transformation.
• Loading.

1) EXTRACTION
The extraction of data from source systems like Customer
Relationship Management (CRM), Enterprise Relationship
Management (ERP), and other Online Transaction Pro-
cesses (OLTP) is the collection of all the data into a single
integration point. This is the first step of DW. After collecting
all the data from the source systems, the data is saved into
a single database. Because data is collected from different
source systems, which may not be collaborative before the
DW environment, So, there is a need to clean data errors to
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FIGURE 2. Data warehouse architecture with cache mechanism.

make this data pure to use it for a single integration point.
After this step, the data is sent to the transformation step for
data cleansing [27].

2) TRANSFORMATION
Data is extracted into a single database, but it is still not
usable. Here comes the transformation of that data into a
single format. There are various potential transformations,
for example, cleansing the data, correcting misspellings,
resolving domain convicts, managing with missing ele-
ments, parsing into standard formats, and reduplicating data.
Transformation is the second and most important step of
ETL. Furthermore, the transformation of different data needs
various techniques depending upon the business need. Great
data sources will require little change, while others might
require one or more change strategies to meet the busi-
ness and specialized prerequisites of the object database or
the DW [28].

3) LOADING
The final step of the ETL process is the loading of data
into OLAP. During the load step, it is important to guar-
antee that the load is performed accurately and with as
minimum resources as possible. The loading process often
targets the database. The process varies widely. Depending
on the requirements of the organization, A few DW overwrite

the previous information with upgraded information. This
data upgrade is performed as frequently as possible on a
daily, weekly, or monthly basis. This part of DW com-
prises the entire business data aggregation. The data is
then uploaded into the OLAP system of DW to minimize
the number of rows. This layer of DW is also known
as the foundation layer. Now, this foundation layer inter-
acts with the presentation or application layer for data
representation [28].

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, we describe the comparisons of the replace-
ment techniques, cache workflow, and discuss the experimen-
tal results.

A. REPLACEMENT TECHNIQUES COMPARISON
The replacement techniques or strategies Least Frequently
Used (LFU), Least Recently Used (LRU) and Size used for
cache memory, are focused the most to overcome the load of
cache memory. The LRU, LFU, and SIZE policies are used
for a long time, these techniques are combined with other
techniques to make a new solution for the replacement of
cache data. Table 2 shows the advantages and disadvantages
of these techniques if we used them separately. To assess
the performance of our approach we compare the size-based,
aging frequency-based policies.
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FIGURE 3. Cache data and reuse in workflow.

B. CACHE DATA AND REUSE IN WORKFLOW
The cache is a computer memory used for the storage of
recently used or frequently used data, to save time when
accessing a large volume of data again or when running large
workflows. We can persist data in workflows while using
cache. In Figure.3 the workflow shows how cache memory
replaced data when new data is requested. Also shows step

TABLE 2. Cache replacement algorithms comparison.

FIGURE 4. Simulations of size based technique.

by step mechanism of cache to change the positions and ages
of data depending upon how many times users requested the
same data.

C. SIMULATION RESULTS
We performed the simulation using different sizes of data.
When the user requested a different size of the data, it affects
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FIGURE 5. Simulations of LFU technique.

FIGURE 6. Simulations of proposed cache mechanism.

the size-based cache. In Figure. 4 simulations result of the
size-based technique are shown that when the small data
(200 MB) is requested the chance of the cache miss is less
as compared to when a user requested for more amount of
the data. So, when the size of requested data increased, then
there are more chances for a cache miss. Because in size
based, data that is consumingmorememory size is eliminated
first.

In Figure.5, simulations of the LFU technique are evalu-
ated. As shown in Figure.5 User requested different size of
data from memory and the results reveal that when the size
of requested data increase, then there are more chances for a
cache hit, and the execution delay is not much affected, this
technique performs better in terms of execution as compared
to the size base technique & OLAP.

Whereas in Figure 6, the results of our proposed technique
are simulated. The user requested different sizes of data from

FIGURE 7. Simulations and performance comparison.

memory. Results show that when the size of requested data
increases, the execution time starts to decrease by considering
the size and frequency of data to calculate fetching perfor-
mance. This technique performs better as compared to the
Size and LFU techniques.

Figure 7, shows the comparisons of simulations results of
these techniques. LFU and Size perform better as compared
to the other techniques. Results show that by hybridizing
the Least Frequently Used and Size-based techniques we
reveal the better result and optimize the data accessing
performance.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Using LFU, LRU, SIZE or any cache replacement technique
depends upon the data environment and domain. Because
of increasing data, DW implementation of cache memory is
a challenging task for OLAP. We have proposed our cache
mechanism by combining frequency, size, and aging-based
policies. By combining all of them, it will outperform as
compared to LFU, LRU, and SIZE based separately.

In the future, we are going to implement our proposed algo-
rithm in the real-life testing scenario for the OLAP database
server, and we will use materialized views and concatenation
to optimize cache performance to improve analytical query
response time in a real-time data warehousing environment.
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